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Towards overcoming the size limitations of conventional two-photon fluorescence microscopy, we introduce
two-photon imaging based on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) scanners. Single crystalline silicon
scanning mirrors that are 0.75 mm�0.75 mm in size and driven in two dimensions by microfabricated ver-
tical comb electrostatic actuators can provide optical deflection angles through a range of �16°. Using such
scanners we demonstrated two-photon microscopy and microendoscopy with fast-axis acquisition rates up to
3.52 kHz. © 2006 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.2520, 170.2150, 170.5810, 170.3880, 110.2760.

A major focus of current research on two-photon im-
aging is the development of miniaturized imaging
formats, including compact microscopes for hand-
held imaging, endoscopes for insertion into hollow
tissue cavities, and microendoscopes for minimally
invasive imaging in solid tissue.1–7 This goal moti-
vates the creation of miniaturized laser-scanning
mechanisms that are compatible with such reduced-
size instrumentation.

To date, several miniaturized scanning mecha-
nisms have been explored for confocal and two-
photon fluorescence imaging. These are mainly can-
tilever mechanisms in which a fiber,1,2,8,9 a small
lens,10 or the two in combination11 vibrate at reso-
nance. Such mechanisms typically prohibit size re-
duction below the centimeter scale, restrict the choice
of scanning rates, and preclude batch fabrication.
What have been missing are millimeter-sized scan-
ners that provide adjustable, rapid line-scanning
rates up to �1 kHz or more, for studying fast biologi-
cal processes such as blood flow and neuronal activ-
ity. Unfortunately, conventional scanners, including
galvanometer, spinning polygon, and acousto-optic
scanners, cannot be readily miniaturized.

We report the use of microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS) scanners for filling this niche for
two-photon imaging. Imaging based on MEMS
scanners has been demonstrated previously for
confocal reflectance12–14 and optical coherence
tomography15–17 modalities. We fabricated scanners
based on electrostatic vertical comb actuators that
generally provide greater force and angular range
than parallel plate counterparts.18,19 Comb actuators
and a gimbal design allow rotation in two dimensions
with minimal mechanical cross talk.19

The scanners are batch fabricated on a double
silicon-on-insulator wafer that provides an upper de-
vice layer 30 �m in thickness, a lower device layer

�30 �m�, and a substrate �531 �m�, which are all
single-crystalline silicon. The mirror, movable comb
teeth, and inner torsional springs reside in the upper
device layer. The frame, outer torsional springs, and
fixed comb teeth are fabricated within both device
layers. The pronounced thickness of the comb teeth
raises the electrostatic torque that can be applied to
the mirror, increasing its angular range. Fabrication
involves four deep reactive ion-etching steps. The
first three steps self-align the comb teeth by transfer-
ring mask features sequentially from upper to lower
device layers. The last step removes the substrate be-
hind the mirror, releasing the gimbal for rotation.

Using this process, we initially fabricated numer-
ous mirrors that were either 750 �m�750 �m or
1000 �m�1000 �m in size, with a range of design
values for torsional stiffness and number of comb
teeth. We focused our subsequent efforts on a subset
of 750 �m�750 �m mirrors that perform closely to
design specifications (Fig. 1). Profilometry studies
showed that an uncoated mirror surface has a typical
radius of curvature of �1 m and average surface
roughness of �16 nm. The die that encompasses each
mirror is 3.2 mm�3.0 mm. The inner and outer tor-
sional springs are 259 �m�6 �m and 416 �m
�8 �m, respectively (Fig. 1b). There are six banks of
comb actuators (Fig. 1c): two that drive the fast, in-
ner rotational axis and four that drive the slower
outer axis. In each bank movable and stationary
comb teeth are interdigitated and provide electro-
static torque in one direction. The torsional springs
supply restoring torque in the opposite direction.
These scanners appear to be the smallest used to
date for two-photon imaging.

For controlling mirror rotation, the scanner has a
ground and four voltage lines, two lines for each axis
that control opposing pairs of comb banks (Fig. 1c).
Because the torque provided by each bank is propor-
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tional to the square of the applied voltage, we drive
each pair of banks with voltage signals, V1�t� and
V2�t�, chosen to create a linear relationship between
the scan angle and the drive waveform. For V1�t�
=V1,dc+Vac sin��t� and V2�t�=V2,dc+Vac sin��t+��,
where V1,dc and V2,dc are dc offsets and Vac is the ac
voltage amplitude, the net torque provided by a pair
of opposing banks is proportional to �V1

2�t�−V2
2�t�� and

thus to �V1,dc
2 −V2,dc

2 +2�V1,dc+V2,dc�Vac sin��t��. The
scanner’s range can be centered by adjusting V1,dc or
V2,dc. In pure dc operation, the optical angular ranges
for the inner and outer axes are about ±8° and ±3°,
respectively (Fig. 2a). In ac mode, the scanning rate
can be adjusted from near dc to slightly beyond the
mechanically resonant frequencies of 1.76 and
1.02 kHz for the inner and the outer axes, respec-
tively (Fig. 2b). These measured resonant frequen-
cies, fres, are �6% and �18% lower, respectively, than
expected values based on our design parameters for
torsional stiffness, � (inner axis, 0.68 �N·m; outer
axis, 1.44 �N·m), moment of inertia, I (inner axis,
4.9 g·�m2; outer axis, 25 g·�m2), and the relation-
ship 2�fres=�� /I. The discrepancy stems from excess
etching.

To test the feasibility of nonlinear optical imaging
based on MEMS, we built a tabletop two-photon mi-
croscope that employs one of our scanners. When de-
sired, this instrumentation can be additionally
equipped with a compound gradient refractive index
(GRIN) microendoscope probe for two-photon endos-
copy, much as described previously.3,5 An ultrashort
pulsed Ti:sapphire laser provides an excitation beam
that is reduced in diameter before reflection off the
scanner. The beam is then reexpanded, passes
through a dichroic mirror, and fills the back aperture
of a microscope objective, which either focuses the
light at the specimen plane or into a microendoscope
probe that refocuses the light in the sample. In both
cases, fluorescence returns back through the objec-
tive optics, reflects off the dichroic mirror, and is de-
tected by a photomultiplier tube. Most of our work
has relied on uncoated MEMS mirrors that reflect
�35% of the 850 nm laser light, but we have shown

mirror metallization can be added to boost reflec-
tance.

We performed raster scanning by driving the mir-
ror with sinusoidal signals from a high-voltage am-
plifier (AgilOptics). Images were reconstructed based
on scanning calibration data obtained by directing
the laser beam to a position-sensitive detector (On-
Trak). At most drive settings the mirror closely fol-
lows the command trajectory. Scan patterns driven
by identical signals at 20-min intervals were alike to
within �1% and �4% for resonance and off-
resonance scanning, respectively. The slight differ-
ences mainly represent slight changes in scan ampli-
tude that affect image size calibration but do not
produce image distortion.

To demonstrate imaging we studied pollen grain
specimens, using two-photon microscopy (Figs. 3a–
3c) and microendoscopy (Figs. 3d and 3e). By acquir-
ing data on both the forward and return scanning
paths, we achieved a maximal fast-axis acquisition
rate of 3.52 kHz, twice the resonant frequency of the
inner axis. This is comparable to or faster than rates
offered by nonresonant galvanometer scanners.
Micrometer-scale details of the pollen are readily ap-
parent in the images (Fig. 3).

One limitation of our system concerns diffraction
that occurs for any beam reflecting off the scanner. If
such a beam is focused and scanned across the speci-
men, the maximum number of resolvable focal spots,
N, is limited by the ratio of the total angular scan-
ning range, �max, to the divergence angle, 	�, for a
beam that overfills the mirror. For a square mirror of
width D, the Rayleigh criterion for resolution yields

N �
�max

	�
�

�maxD



,

where 
 is the wavelength.20 This bounds the number
of distinguishable focal spots in any system based on
our scanner to �250�90, given 850 nm light and the
measured ranges for the two axes. By comparison,
even the smallest single-axis galvanometer scanners

Fig. 1. Electron micrographs of a two-dimensional MEMS
scanner. a, 750 �m�750 �m scanning mirror in a 3.2 mm
�3.0 mm die. Six banks of vertical comb actuators drive
the mirror, which has a gimbal design. b, Inner axis tor-
sional spring. c, Outer axis comb bank. Scale bars are
250 �m.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Response characteristics of a
750 �m�750 �m MEMS scanner. For both a and b, the
voltage signal was applied to only one of the two opposing
comb banks for each rotational axis. a, Optical deflection
angle as a function of dc voltage. The maximum deflection
angles are ±7.6° and ±3.0° for the inner (blue solid curve)
and outer (red dashed curve) axes, respectively. b, Fre-
quency response functions for the inner (blue solid curve)
and outer (red dashed curve) axes, obtained by applying
voltage signals of peak-to-peak amplitudes 45 and 58 V to
the inner and outer axes, respectively.
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can exhibit N�5000. A resonant fiber scanner used
for portable two-photon microendoscopy exhibits an
N of �500 or more for each of two axes.1

The resolving power of the entire imaging system
is set by the product of the optical transfer functions
for the scanner and the imaging optics. To balance
the competing aims of achieving close to the highest
possible resolution over the broadest possible field of
view, the contributions of the scanner and imaging
optics in setting the resolution limit should be about
equal. Given the highest resolution demonstrated
with GRIN endoscope probes, �1 �m,1,3,5 this crite-
rion yields a field of view of �250 �m�90 �m with
our current mirror. Future MEMS scanners can
achieve modest increases in N over our present de-
sign through increases in mirror diameter.

In summary, we have introduced the use of MEMS
scanners for two-photon microscopy and microendos-
copy, with line acquisition rates up to �3.5 kHz. We
anticipate a broad set of future two-photon imaging
applications for such scanners ranging from portable
microscopy to minimally invasive endoscopy. Batch
fabrication of these scanners will especially aid low-
cost applications requiring disposable devices or
mass production.
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Note added in proof: Fu et al. have shown two-
photon excitation using a single-axis MEMS
scanner.21
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Fig. 3. Two-photon fluorescence images of pollen grains
acquired using instrumentation based on a MEMS scanner
and a Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 850 nm. a–c, Images ac-
quired using a 40� 0.8 NA water-immersion microscope
objective. The fast-axis acquisition rate was 3.2 kHz for a
and b and 3.0 kHz for c. Image b is a sum projection from a
stack of 38 images acquired at 1 �m increments. d and e,
Images acquired using a doublet GRIN microendoscope
probe of 0.47 NA and a 10� 0.25 NA microscope objective
to couple light into the probe.3,5 The fast axis was driven at
resonance, allowing a double-sided acquisition rate of
3.52 kHz. Image e is a maximum intensity projection from
a stack of 46 images acquired at 1 �m increments. Laser
power at the sample was 20 mW for a and b, 28 mW for c,
and 40 mW for d and e. These power levels were needed be-
cause of the fast acquisition rate. Scale bars are 5 �m.
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